
 

 

Position Description: Travel Supervisor 

Basic Function of Position: 

The position is responsible for the management and coordination of the Travel and Visits Unit (TVU) 

for the Mission.  Under the non-technical direction of the Senior General Services Officer (SGSO), the 

position directly supervises the Travel Assistant and oversees the management of the Travel 

Management Services (TMS) contractors.  The person serves as the technical expert and point person 

on all Travel and Visit related issues for the Mission and provides technical guidance and advice to 

regional Posts. 

 

Major Duties and Responsibilities:                                                                                                                                            

Management: The position directs the day-to-day operations of the Travel and Visits Unit. The position 

is responsible for the oversight of all travel services provided to the Mission community and eligible 

family members, totaling over 560 people and travel funding in excess of 1 Million USD annually. The 

position is the central logistics coordinator for all official US Government visits to Sri Lanka and 

Maldives, coordinating the visit-related services provided by all ICASS Service Providers (SP) in the 

Management Section. Provides training, instructions, guidance and advice to control officers on 

logistics-related requirements of official visitors.  Writes and maintains the Mission's VIP Visit Guide 

and electronic tools for tracking visitors. Responsible for ensuring accurate travel records are 

maintained, to include ICASS workload counts, mission visitor logs, VIP Visit detailed records and 

hotel agreements are maintained.  Manages the TVU SharePoint site, ensuring information is up to date 

and resources readily available to users. Approves cost construction calculations provided by TMS, and 

ensures travelers understand the pertinent travel regulations. -30%   

Supervision: Supervises the Travel Assistant and performs oversight of the travel services provided by 

the Travel Management Services (TMS) contractors. Oversees and provides training to 

Travelers, Travel Arrangers, staff and TMS contractors, and provides guidance on the Joint Federal 

Travel Regulations (JFTR), Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM) regulations, and policies and procedures.  

The position interprets and explains travel policies and regulations to Mission personnel at all levels, 

to include the Ambassador. -30%  

Liaison and Communication: Cultivate and maintain effective relationships with executives and middle 

management contacts (i.e. executives of Travel Management Services parent company, hotels, airline 

industry and host government officials) to facilitate, manage and gain the best rates and services for the 

US Government.  Ex: High-level airline contacts include those executives who can order in aircraft if 

needed by US Government in an emergency.  Calls on mid-level GOSL / GOM officials at the 

Ministries of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) regarding visa and customs issues on behalf of travelers and 

visiting VIPs. Regularly works with Department Travel and Transportation Officials and GSA contacts 

to address and resolve issues pertaining to travel, regulations, e2 travel program and services. -20% 

Analysis: Interprets US Government travel regulations, policies in order to advise customers, to draft 

management notices and resolve conflicting instructions/information.  Must analyze airline industry 

contract fare terms and conditions, seek clarification and be well-versed on the subject.  Research and 

prepare memorandums on travel related or travel industry legislation or changes which will impact the 

Mission. -10%  



 

 

Other services: Position directs the third country visa operations of the travel section to ensure the 

efficient processing of visas for Mission personnel traveling abroad.  Ensures the latest visa 

requirements are readily available to customers and intervenes when necessary to obtain required visas 

from other countries.  Incumbent ensures proper visa logs and records are maintained.  -10%  

 


